Word World
Item 4144

Name _____________________________

Word World
Find a word in the word box that best completes each sentence.
Write that word on the line. Some words may be used more than once.
functions
author
writer
country

always
live
play
continent

swim
hot
bones
long

1. I ________________ in a blue house.
2. I ________________ in a crystal clear pool.
3. The children _______________ tennis at the park.
4. Some fish live for a very _______________ time.
5. Safety is _______________ important.
6. It is usually _______________ in the desert.
7. Today's computers have many advanced _______________.
8. John Steinbeck is a famous _______________.
9. A paleontologist digs for ______________.
10. Poetry does not _______________ have to rhyme.
11. The United States is a _______________.
12. Antarctica is a very cold _______________.
13. If you want to be a journalist, you need to be a good _______________.
14. Many varieties of cactus ____________ in the desert.
15. Salmon _______________ upstream to the place they were born to spawn.
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Word World Answer Key
Item 4144

Word World
Find a word in the word box that best completes each sentence.
Write that word on the line. Some words may be used more than once.
functions
author
writer
country

always
live
play
continent

swim
hot
bones
long

1. I live in a blue house.
2. I swim in a crystal clear pool.
3. The children play tennis at the park.
4. Some fish live for a very long time.
5. Safety is always important.
6. It is usually hot in the desert.
7. Today's computers have many advanced functions.
8. John Steinbeck is a famous author.
9. A paleontologist digs for bones.
10. Poetry does not always have to rhyme.
11. The United States is a country.
12. Antarctica is a very cold continent.
13. If you want to be a journalist, you need to be a good writer.
14. Many varieties of cactus live in the desert.
15. Salmon swim upstream to the place they were born to spawn.
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